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There are two main reasons for Assets and Identities with Enterprise Security;

correlation and context. We need correlation to be able to tie events together as

different event sources could report events for an asset based on any of the

following:- IP address, MAC Address, a hostname or the assets fully quali�ed

domain name. So it’s important to know that those two events relate to the same

asset, and for that we need to tie all the attributes for an asset together. Similarly

for Identities with respect to users having multiple usernames in the environment

for different applications. 

 

The second reason is for context, in the event of a breach it is important to be able

to triage and act upon the breach as quickly as possible. Displaying data around

who owns the asset or who manages the user involved in the incident greatly

assists in response times. Additionally, it can help just knowing details about an

asset whether the security event is actually effective or not and how quickly we

need to be responding to the event.
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What identity data do we need?

Taken from Splunk docs, we need data on the following �elds:  

I’ve added an additional column indicating the Active Directory default attribute which corresponds to the Identity �eld.

 

Field Data

type

Description Example Default AD

Mapping

identity pipe-

delimited

strings

Required. A pipe-delimited list of

username strings representing the

identity. After the merge process

completes, this �eld includes

generated values based on the identity

lookup con�guration settings.

a.vanhelsing|abraham.vanhelsing|a.vanhelsing@acmetech.org sAMAccountName

pre�x string Pre�x of the identity. Ms., Mr. personalName

nick string Nickname of an identity. Van Helsing displayName

�rst string First name of an identity. Abraham givenName

last string Last name of an identity. Van Helsing sn

suf�x string Suf�x of the identity. M.D., Ph.D

email string Email address of an identity. a.vanhelsing@acmetech.org mail

phone string A telephone number of an identity. 123-456-7890 telephoneNumber

phone2 string A secondary telephone number of an

identity.

012-345-6789 mobile

managedBy string A username representing the manager

of an identity.

phb@acmetech.org manager

priority string Recommended. The priority assigned

to the identity for calculating the

Urgency �eld for notable events on

Incident Review. An “unknown”

priority reduces the assigned Urgency

by default. For more information, see

How urgency is assigned to notable

events in Splunk Enterprise Security.

unknown, low, medium, high or critical.

bunit string Recommended. A group or

department classi�cation for

identities. Used for �ltering by

dashboards in Splunk Enterprise

Security.

Field Reps, ITS, Products, HR department

category pipe-

delimited

strings

Recommended. A pipe-delimited list of

logical classi�cations for identities.

Used for asset and identity correlation

and categorization. See Asset/Identity

Categories.

Privileged|Of�cer|CISO

watchlist boolean Marks the identity for activity

monitoring.

Accepted values: “true” or empty. See User Activity

Monitoring in this manual.

startDate string The start or hire date of an identity. Formats: %m/%d/%Y %H:%M, %m/%d/%y %H:%M, %s whenCreated

endDate string The end or termination date of an

identity.

Formats: %m/%d/%Y %H:%M, %m/%d/%y %H:%M, %s expires

work_city string The primary work site City for an

identity.

l

work_country string The primary work site Country for an

identity.

co

work_lat string The latitude of primary work site City

in DD with compass direction.

37.78N

work_long string The longitude of primary work site

City in DD with compass direction.

122.41W

How do we gather this information?
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